INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

ASOs are short nucleic acid polymers designed to hybridize with and modulate the functions of specific cellular RNAs ([@B1]--[@B3]). ASOs are used in basic research and as therapeutics to target RNAs for RNase H1-mediated cleavage and degradation ([@B4]) and can also be designed to affect aspects of RNA processing such as RNA splicing ([@B5]--[@B8]) and polyadenylation ([@B9]--[@B11]) or mRNA translation ([@B12],[@B13]). Incorporation of various chemical modifications within the polymer backbone, the sugar or the nucleobases substantially influences the antisense mechanism engaged upon ASO binding to its target RNA ([@B14]). RNase H1-dependent ASOs are usually designed as full phosphorothioate (PS) 'gapmers' consisting of a central deoxynucleotide gap (to support RNA strand cleavage by RNase H1) flanked by 2′-ribose-modified nucleotides (known as 'wings') to enhance ASO affinity for the target RNA and increase ASO nuclease stability. Chemical modifications have also been designed to influence the protein binding and tissue distribution profile of ASOs when administered *in vivo* ([@B15]--[@B18]). The 2′ modifications currently used in clinical and preclinical phosphorothioate antisense oligonucleotides (PS-ASOs) include: 2′-*O*-methoxyethyl (MOE), 2′-*O*-methyl (OMe), 2′-fluoro (F), 2′4′-locked nucleic acid (LNA), and 2′,4′-constrained 2′-*O-*ethyl (cEt) ([@B14]). Each MOE or OMe modification increases the melting temperature of an ASO--RNA duplex by 0.5--1°C, whereas F and 2′4'-bridged nucleic acids such as LNA and cEt stabilize duplex interactions to a greater extent (1--2.5°C per modification for F and 3--5°C per modification for LNA and cEt) ([@B14],[@B19]--[@B21]). Although the reduction in RNA target levels *in vitro* mediated by ASOs is usually correlated with RNA affinity provided by these 2′ modifications ([@B16],[@B19],[@B22]), the correlation is strongest for ASOs with intermediate duplex melting temperatures (55--80°C), suggesting that factors other than RNA affinity contribute to ASO activity ([@B16]).

A hybridization-independent factor that contributes to the efficacy of ASOs *in vitro* and *in vivo* is interactions with proteins. In animals, ASOs with phosphodiester (PO) or charge-neutral backbones (such as peptide nucleic acids and morpholinos) dosed parenterally are rapidly excreted without significant tissue absorption ([@B15]). In contrast, ASOs with phosphorothioate (PS) backbones are highly bound (\>90%) by plasma proteins and cell membrane proteins resulting in systemic distribution and ultimate uptake of the drugs into tissues and cells ([@B15],[@B23],[@B24]). In addition, binding of PS-ASOs with intracellular proteins influences subcellular distribution and antisense activity of PS-ASOs. At least 50 intracellular proteins have been identified that bind PS-ASOs ([@B25]--[@B30]). The 2′ modifications and oligonucleotide structures also influence PS-ASO--protein interactions ([@B18],[@B28],[@B31],[@B32]). For example, heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90) preferentially binds to and enhances the activity of cEt-modified PS-ASOs compared with MOE PS-ASOs ([@B28]). Moreover, the levels of paraspeckle proteins non-POU domain-containing octamer-binding protein (NONO/P54nrb) and splicing factor, proline- and glutamine-rich (SFPQ/PSF) are rapidly reduced by F-modified PS-ASOs but not by sequence-matched PS-ASOs modified with MOE, cET or LNA ([@B32]). Furthermore, the ASO sequence also influences interaction of PS-ASOs with specific proteins. For example, the affinity of the PS-ASO binding protein P54nrb differed by 100-fold for 12 different 3--10--3 cEt gapmer PS-ASO sequences ([@B31]). Such findings indicate that a deeper understanding of ASO--protein interactions is needed to inform future ASO design efforts.

Here, we report that 5--10--5 gapmer PS-ASOs localized to a variety of cytoplasmic ribonucleoprotein (RNP) granules, including cytoplasmic stress granules and RNP granules formed by mutant isoforms of Translocated in Liposarcoma/Fused in Sarcoma (TLS/FUS) and PSF, two ubiquitously expressed nuclear proteins with roles in RNA splicing, transcription and other aspects of RNA metabolism ([@B33]--[@B36]). Cytoplasmic stress granules are dynamic messenger ribonucleoprotein (mRNP) particles formed from stalled translation initiation complexes in response to environmental stress ([@B37]--[@B39]). In some patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) or frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), FUS and PSF are partially excluded from the nucleus and seed the formation of cytoplasmic RNP granules that are similar to yet distinct from stress granules ([@B36],[@B40]--[@B44]). Indeed, many disease-linked FUS mutations disrupt a nuclear localization signal (NLS) within the FUS C-terminus and are sufficient to cause cytoplasmic accumulation and subsequent aggregation of NLS-mutant FUS in cultured cells and transgenic animal models ([@B33],[@B40],[@B45]--[@B48]). Like stress granules, FUS granules are positive for some of the same marker proteins including Ras GTPase-activating protein-Binding Protein 1 (G3BP) and T cell Intracellular Antigen-1 cytotoxic granule-associated RNA binding protein-like 1 (TIAR) ([@B36]). However, endogenous, non-mutated FUS is only recruited to stress granules formed in response to osmotic stress ([@B36],[@B49]), and FUS granules formed by ectopic expression of NLS-mutant FUS exhibit different assembly kinetics, morphology, reduced docking with P-bodies, and some differences in protein composition compared with canonical stress granules ([@B43]). The precise mechanistic link between FUS, stress granule dynamics and neurodegenerative disease remains a topic of active investigation ([@B36],[@B40],[@B44]).

We found that the amount of PS-ASO localized to FUS granules was affected by 2′ sugar modification. The cEt-modified PS-ASOs displayed approximately 2-fold greater granule enrichment than 2′ MOE, F or DNA PS-ASO of the same sequence. To characterize this effect, we used a recently developed bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) assay for nucleic acid-protein interactions to examine in detail the contribution of 2′ modifications and backbone chemistry to PS-ASO binding to specific domains of FUS *in vitro*. We discovered that FUS contains at least two high affinity (*K*~D~ \< 50 nM) PS-ASO binding sites, one of which is sufficient to recruit cEt PS-ASO to artificial beta-sheet aggregates in the cell cytoplasm. These data support the hypothesis that high affinity interactions with nucleic acid binding proteins can affect the subcellular distribution of PS-ASOs and extend our understanding of the influence of various proteins on PS-ASO behaviors in cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Reagents {#SEC2-1}
--------

Unless otherwise specified, all reagents/materials were purchased from VWR, Thermo Fisher Scientific or Sigma-Aldrich.

Plasmid construction, primers and ASO sequences {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------------------------

Sequence details can be found in the [supplementary tables](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}: plasmid construction, [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; cloning primers, [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; gBlock synthetic DNA templates, [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; and ASO sequences and chemical modifications, [Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Plasmids were confirmed by restriction digest and sequencing.

Antibodies {#SEC2-3}
----------

Primary antibodies used for western blotting (WB) or immunocytochemistry (ICC) are as follows: mouse anti-FLAG (Sigma-Aldrich F1804, WB 1:3000), mouse anti-G3BP (Abcam ab56574, ICC 1:600), rabbit anti-HA (Abcam ab9110, WB 1:4000, ICC 1:300), mouse anti-tGFP (OriGene TA150041, WB: 1:1000), mouse anti-GAPDH (Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc32233, WB: 1:1000), mouse anti-FUS (Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc47711, WB: 1:1000), mouse anti-PSF (Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc374502, WB: 1:1000), rabbit anti-mono-methyl arginine (Cell Signaling Technology 8015, WB: 1:1000), and rabbit anti-dimethyl arginine, asymmetric (EMD Millipore 07-414, WB: 1:1000). Secondary antibodies used for western blotting or immunocytochemistry are as follows: goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L)-HRP (Bio-Rad 1706515, WB 1:2000), goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L)-HRP (Bio-Rad 1706516, WB 1:2000), goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L)-AlexaFluor488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch 111-545-144, ICC 1:200), goat anti-rabbit IgG (H+L)-Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch 111-175-144, ICC 1:200), goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L)-AlexaFluor488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch 115-545-146, ICC 1:200), and goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L)-Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch 115-175-146, ICC 1:200).

Cell culture, transfection of ASOs and plasmids {#SEC2-4}
-----------------------------------------------

HeLa, A431 and Lenti-X 293T (Clontech) cells were cultured in Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1× penicillin--streptomycin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) as described previously ([@B29]). Cells were passaged using 0.25% Trypsin--EDTA and seeded at approximately 1.25 × 10^4^ cells/cm^2^ onto either sterile 12-mm collagen-coated \#1.5 glass coverslips (GG-12-1.5-collagen, Neuvitro Corporation) or 35-mm collagen-coated live imaging dishes (P35GCOL-1.5-14-C, MatTek). For ASO transfections, cells were washed once with 1× PBS and incubated for 4--6 h in Opti-MEM medium with a final concentration of 50 nM ASO and 4 μg/ml Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For plasmid transfections, DNA and TurboFect transfection reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were mixed in Opti-MEM, incubated for 15 min at room temperature, and added to cell culture medium for 16--24 h according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Culture vessels for Lenti-X293T cells were coated with 1:500 Matrigel (Corning) in serum-free DMEM for 4--6 h at 37°C prior to use.

Stress granule induction and electroporation of PS-ASOs {#SEC2-5}
-------------------------------------------------------

For stress granule induction, cells were lipid-transfected with ASO for 4 h (as described above) followed by a 1-h incubation with either 0.1% DMSO vehicle, 500 μM sodium (meta)arsenite (S7400, Sigma-Aldrich), or 50 μM 15d-PGJ2 (538927, EMD Millipore) in Opti-MEM. ASO electroporation was performed using the NEON Transfection System 10 μl-size kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. Briefly, ∼200 000 cells per condition were electroporated in Resuspension Buffer R (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with a final concentration of 22.5 μM ASO using the following pulse parameters: 1005 V, 35 ms width, two pulses. Cells were plated into Opti-MEM containing either 0.1% DMSO or 50 μM 15d-PGJ2 and allowed to re-attach for 2 h prior to fixation and immunostaining.

Immunocytochemistry and confocal fluorescence microscopy {#SEC2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------

Immunocytochemistry was performed as previously described ([@B26]). Cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in 1× PBS for 30 min at room temperature, permeabilized for 5 min with 0.1% Triton X-100, washed three times with 1× PBS, and blocked for 30 min at room temperature with 1 mg/ml BSA in 1× PBS. Primary antibody incubations were performed in blocking buffer (2 h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C) followed by three washes with 0.1% Nonidet P 40 substitute (74385, Sigma-Aldrich) in 1× PBS. Secondary antibody incubations were performed in blocking buffer (1 h at room temperature) followed by three washes with 0.1% Nonidet P 40 substitute in 1× PBS. Coverslips were mounted in ProLong Gold Antifade with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All images were acquired on an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope using a PlanApo N 60× O objective (N.A. = 1.42) with excitation at 405, 488, 543 and 635 nm. Image analysis was performed using Olympus Fluoview Ver2.1 or ImageJ-Fiji ([@B50]). For live cell imaging, cells were grown on 35-mm imaging dishes (MatTek), loaded with 1 μg/ml Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and imaged in FluoroBrite DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using a Weather Station environmental chamber (Precision Control LLC) at 37°C. ASO signals may be observed outside the cellular boundaries due to the attachment of ASOs to the collagen-coated glass bottom dish.

Fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) detection of *NEAT1* lncRNA {#SEC2-7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A hybridization probe for detection of both *NEAT1*--1 and *NEAT1*--2 lncRNAs was prepared from HeLa genomic DNA (gDNA) isolated using the PureLink Genomic DNA isolation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). PCR was performed on gDNA with Phusion polymerase (New England Biolabs) and the following primers: h*NEAT1*-Forward 5′-GGTGTAGTTGTGGGGGAGGAAGTG-3′ and h*NEAT1*-Reverse-T7-promoter 5′- [TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG]{.ul}GGCATGGACAAGTTGAAGATTAGCCC -3′ (underline indicates the T7 polymerase promoter). AlexaFluor-594-labeled probe was synthesized from the gel-purified PCR product using the FISH Tag Multicolor Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions. The probe was prepared less than 2 days before use and stored at --80°C. Cells were transiently transfected with tGFP-FUS-WT or tGFP-FUS-P525L plasmids for 24 h as described above, and subsequent processing steps were carried out using RNase-free reagents supplemented with RNaseOUT (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Following transfection, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in 1× PBS for 30 min at room temperature, washed twice with 1× PBS, permeabilized with 0.4% Triton X-100 in 1× PBS for 5 min, washed three times with 1× PBS, and washed once in 2× SSC for 5 min. Probe hybridization mixture (50% formamide, 2× SSC, 5% dextran sulfate, 5 mM EDTA, 1× Denhardt\'s solution, 50 μg *Escherichia coli* tRNAs (Sigma-Aldrich), and 250 ng of labeled RNA probe) was heated for 10 min at 75°C and chilled immediately on ice. Hybridization was conducted in a dark humidified chamber at 55°C for 16 h. Cells were subsequently washed once with 0.1× SSC in 50% formamide for 20 min at 55°C and a second time for 20 min at room temperature before mounting in ProLong Gold Antifade with DAPI.

Fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) detection of poly(A) RNA {#SEC2-8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

A hybridization probe consisting of 5′-Cy5-labeled (dT)~30~ (Integrated DNA Technologies) was used to visualize poly(A) RNA in a manner similar to previous reports ([@B43],[@B51]). Cells were transfected with plasmid for 18 h and cEt PS-ASO for an additional 6 h. All FISH buffers were supplemented with RNaseOUT. Cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in 1× PBS for 30 min at room temperature, washed twice with 1× PBS, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1× PBS for 5 min, and washed once with 10% formamide in 1× SSC for 10 min at 37°C. Hybridization mixture (10% formamide, 10% dextran sulfate, 0.1 μM Cy5-labeled (dT)~30~ and 1× SSC) was incubated with cells in a dark humidified chamber at 37°C for 2 h, followed by two washes with 10% formamide in 1× SSC for 10 min each at 37°C. Mounting and imaging were performed as described above.

Analysis of ASO colocalization with G3BP {#SEC2-9}
----------------------------------------

All groups of images for comparative quantification were captured under identical non-saturating exposure settings, and colocalization analysis was performed using the JACoP plugin for ImageJ-Fiji ([@B50],[@B52]). The thresholded Manders' colocalization coefficient method was chosen for all colocalization analyses because it does not require similar pixel intensities between channels ([@B52]) and thus provides an independent means of verifying the pixel intensity analyses based on regions of interest (ROI). Within a set of conditions to be compared (e.g. DMSO, sodium arsenite and 15d-PGJ2), constant maximum and minimum threshold values were set and retained. To determine the amount of colocalization due to chance (inverted colocalization analysis), the G3BP channel in each image was rotated 180° and colocalization was measured again. For analyses of image fields, each field contained an average of approximately four cells.

ROI-based image analysis for granule/nuclear pixel intensity ratio {#SEC2-10}
------------------------------------------------------------------

All groups of images for comparative quantification were captured under identical non-saturating exposure settings, and ROI-based image analysis was performed using ImageJ-Fiji macro scripts ([@B50]). For quantification of average pixel (px) intensity in the nucleus, the following operations were performed on each image: First, image bit depth in all slices was set to 8. To create a nuclear selection mask, a uniform absolute intensity threshold was applied to the DAPI channel and an ROI was created using the 'Analyze Particle' feature with a lower size limit of 5000 px^2^. In the ASO channel to be measured, sliding paraboloid background subtraction (50 px radius) was performed, and the average pixel intensity in the ASO channel was measured within the DAPI-derived ROI. For quantification of average pixel intensity in tGFP, tGFP-FUS-P525L and tGFP-PSF-ΔNLS channels, the following operations were performed on each image: First, image bit depth in all slices was set to 8. To create a tGFP-derived (granule) selection mask, a uniform absolute intensity threshold was applied to the FITC channel and the 'Convert to Mask,' 'Create Selection' and 'Add to ROI Manager' features were used sequentially. In the ASO channel to be measured, sliding paraboloid background subtraction (50 px radius) was performed, and average pixel intensity inside the tGFP-derived ROI was determined.

Production of recombinant proteins and NanoBRET binding assays {#SEC2-11}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The PURExpress *In Vitro* Protein Synthesis Kit (New England Biolabs), which is based on T7 polymerase and purified *E. coli* translational machinery, was used for coupled *in vitro* transcription and translation of proteins for binding assays. DNA constructs were cloned into the New England Biolabs DHFR Control Plasmid (hereafter called NEB-IVT) as detailed in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. *In vitro* transcription/translation reactions using these plasmid templates and supplemented with RNaseOUT were incubated for 2--4 h at 37°C with gentle agitation. After protein synthesis, reactions were diluted about 20-fold in Pierce IP lysis buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) on ice. Pierce anti-HA magnetic beads (88836, Thermo Fisher Scientific) or anti-FLAG magnetic beads (M8823, Sigma-Aldrich) for affinity tag purification were washed three times with IP lysis buffer and rocked with the diluted *in vitro* transcription/translation reactions for 1 h at 4°C. Magnetic beads were washed three times on ice with IP lysis buffer and resuspended in a fixed volume of IP lysis buffer. NanoBRET ASO binding assays were performed as previously described ([@B31]). First, the relative amount of purified protein per volume of magnetic bead suspension (based on nanoluciferase activity) was determined in 2× Binding Buffer (200 mM potassium acetate, 40 mM Tris pH 8.0, 2 mM EDTA, 0.02% NP-40, 6 μg/ml BSA and 1:1000 Promega Nano-Glo luciferase substrate) using an eight-point dilution curve over ∼3.5 orders of magnitude. In direct binding studies, AlexaFluor594-labeled ASOs were diluted in opaque-white 96-well plates using RNase-free water at concentrations spanning the pM to low μM range (50 μl/well final volume). In competitive binding experiments, a single concentration of AlexaFluor594-labeled ASO at approximately its *K*~D~ was mixed with varying concentrations of unlabeled ASOs spanning the pM to low μM range (50 μl/well final volume). Subsequently, 50 μl/well of 2× binding buffer containing 10^6^ relative light units (RLU) of beads/well was added to the diluted ASOs, and plates were shaken for 10 min at room temperature. Nanoluciferase activity and BRET were measured in a Glowmax Discover plate reader as previously described ([@B31]). GraphPad Prism 6 was used to plot binding curves and calculate *K*~D~ values.

Arginine methylation of recombinant FUS *in vitro* using PRMT1 {#SEC2-12}
--------------------------------------------------------------

FUS-NLUC-FLAG was produced by *in vitro* transcription and translation using the PURExpress *In Vitro* Protein Synthesis Kit as described above. The *in vitro* translation reaction was subsequently diluted 1:10 in 1× HMT Reaction buffer supplemented with 200 μM *S*-adenosyl methionine (SAM) and 8 units of PRMT1 (New England Biolabs). In negative control reactions, water was substituted for SAM. Arginine methylation was performed for 1 h at 37°C. Methylation reactions were diluted 1:3 in Pierce IP buffer followed by anti-FLAG affinity purification and NanoBRET binding assays as described above.

SDS-PAGE and western blotting {#SEC2-13}
-----------------------------

Affinity purified recombinant proteins on magnetic beads were denatured at 95°C for 12 min in 1× NuPAGE LDS Sample Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented 1:40 with β-mercaptoethanol. SDS-PAGE was performed with NuPAGE 4--12% Bis-Tris gradient gels in 1× MOPS buffer, and proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes using an iBlot Dry Blotting System (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Membranes were blocked for 30 min at room temperature with 5% w/v nonfat dry milk in PBST (1× PBS with 0.1% Tween-20), except blots for anti-methyl arginine, which were blocked with 1% BSA in PBST. Blots were incubated with primary antibodies diluted in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. Prior to secondary antibody incubation, membranes were washed three times for 10 min each with PBST at room temperature. HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were incubated for 45 min at room temperature followed by three 10-min washes with PBST. Blots were developed using a Bio-Rad ChemiDoc XRS+ Molecular Imager and Amersham ECL Prime Western Blotting Detection Reagent (RPN2232, GE Healthcare Life Sciences).

Production of lentiviral particles and A431 stable line generation {#SEC2-14}
------------------------------------------------------------------

DNA sequences encoding tGFP, tGFP-FUS-WT or tGFP-FUS-P525L were cloned into pLVX-IRES-Puro (Clontech) as described in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Lenti-X 293T cells (Clontech) were seeded at 3--4 × 10^6^ cells per 100-mm Matrigel-coated dish and co-transfected with 3 μg pLVX-IRES-Puro vector and 3 μg packaging plasmids using TurboFect. After 14 h, this medium was discarded, and cells were incubated with 5 ml of fresh medium for 12 h (10 ml total viral supernatant); the incubation with fresh medium was repeated. The supernatant was filtered through a 0.22-μm sterile syringe filter and stored at 4°C for no \>5 days prior to use. A post-filtration viral titer of \>5 × 10^5^ infectious units/ml was confirmed using Lenti-X GoStix (Clontech). Viral transduction was performed on freshly attached (∼2 h after seeding) A431 cells in media containing 10 μg/ml polybrene (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Viral supernatant was incubated with the cells at a multiplicity of infection of approximately 5 for 4--6 h, after which medium was replace with polybrene-containing media. At 48 h post-infection, A431 cells were passaged into media containing 0.5 μg/ml puromycin and grown for 7 days.

Statistical analysis {#SEC2-15}
--------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics v20. Homogeneity of variance was assessed using Levine\'s test. For all analyses, α = 0.05.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

cEt PS-ASOs localize to cytoplasmic stress granules {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------

Our recent work indicates that many intracellular ASO-binding proteins are nucleic acid binding proteins ([@B25],[@B28],[@B29]). In addition, many known PS-ASO binding proteins (including DDX6, DHX30, YBX1, HSP90 and KHSRP) are also components of cytoplasmic stress granules ([@B25],[@B38],[@B53]). To investigate whether PS-ASOs localize to stress granules, we transfected HeLa cells with a 5′-Cy3-labeled cEt-modified 5--10--5 gapmer PS-ASO (ION-598987) and induced stress granule formation by treatment of cells with an eIF2α-dependent (sodium arsenite) or an eIF2α-independent (15d-PGJ2) stress granule inducer. Under these conditions, a fraction of cellular cEt PS-ASO localized to G3BP-positive stress granules (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Localization of cEt PS-ASO to stress granules was quantified as an increased thresholded Manders' colocalization coefficient of Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO with G3BP (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The stress granule localization of the cEt PS-ASO was confirmed in experiments with a 5--10-5 cEt ASO of different sequence (ION-950432) delivered by electroporation ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These data suggest that localization of cEt PS-ASOs to stress granules is independent of ASO sequence and delivery methods.

![Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO localizes to stress granules formed by two different stress granule inducers. (**A**) Representative confocal immunofluorescence images of HeLa cells 5 h after lipid transfection with 50 nM Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO (ION-598987) under control conditions (0.1% DMSO) and after incubation of cells with eIF2α-dependent (sodium arsenite) or eIF2α-independent (15d-PGJ2) stress granule inducers for 1 h. Stress granules (cytoplasmic foci) positive for G3BP and cEt PS-ASO are indicated with arrows. Scale bars, 10 μm. Insert scale bars, 5 μm. (**B**) Colocalization between the Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO and G3BP was quantified by the thresholded Manders' colocalization coefficient method using the JACoP plugin for Fiji-ImageJ (\*\* indicates *P* \< 0.001 versus all other groups). Statistical analysis was performed using a univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc test (*n* = 15 image fields per group). Error bars represent ± S.D.](gkx709fig1){#F1}

cEt PS-ASOs localize to cytoplasmic granules seeded by mutant isoforms of FUS and PSF {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hundreds of different proteins have been identified as stress granule components ([@B38],[@B53]), and the protein composition of stress granules can vary depending on the type of stress ([@B54]). These properties complicate the task of identifying individual proteins that might attract cEt PS-ASO to endogenous stress granules. However, several PS-ASO binding proteins such as FUS and PSF, which are components of the stress granule proteome ([@B25],[@B31],[@B53]), were previously shown to seed the formation of stress granule-like cytoplasmic aggregates when the nuclear import of these proteins is impaired ([@B41],[@B44],[@B45],[@B55]--[@B57]). We therefore determined whether the formation of cytoplasmic FUS or PSF granules would alter PS-ASO localization. Consistent with previous reports ([@B29],[@B58]), transiently expressed wild-type FUS fused to N-terminal turbo GFP (tGFP-FUS-WT) colocalized with cEt PS-ASO in the nucleoplasm and at nuclear paraspeckles (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, expression of tGFP-FUS containing the ALS-linked P525L mutation (tGFP-FUS-P525L, Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which disrupts the nuclear translocation of FUS ([@B45],[@B46]), resulted in profound enrichment of cEt PS-ASO in G3BP-positive cytoplasmic FUS granules (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). This phenotype was not unique to HeLa cells, as localization of cEt PS-ASO to cytoplasmic FUS-P525L granules containing G3BP was also observed in A431 cells stably expressing tGFP-FUS-P525L ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Substitution of the hemagglutinin (HA) tag for tGFP gave similar results with respect to FUS granule formation and cEt PS-ASO recruitment ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Expression of FUS-P525L stimulates the recruitment of cEt PS-ASO to G3BP and poly(A) RNA-positive cytoplasmic granules. (**A**) The domain structure of FUS includes a low-complexity domain (LC), an RNA-recognition motif (RRM), arginine-glycine-glycine repeats (RGG) and a zinc finger (ZF). Wild-type and P525L-mutant FUS were fused to N-terminal tGFP. (**B**) Representative confocal immunofluorescence images of HeLa cells revealed cEt PS-ASO (ION-598987) localization to the nucleoplasm and at nuclear paraspeckles in cells expressing wild-type FUS or without plasmid transfection. However, expression of tGFP-FUS-P525L recruited cEt PS-ASO to G3BP-positive cytoplasmic granules (arrows). (**C**) Cy5-oligo-dT(30) fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) revealed nuclear and cytoplasmic distribution of poly(A) RNA in wild-type FUS-expressing cells, whereas poly(A) RNA was colocalized with cEt PS-ASO (ION-598987) at cytoplasmic tGFP-FUS-P525L granules (arrows). Scale bars, 10 μm. Insert scale bars, 5 μm.](gkx709fig2){#F2}

Stress granules and FUS granules contain poly(A) RNA ([@B43],[@B59]). Fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) using an oligo(dT) probe revealed that cEt PS-ASO and poly(A) RNA can simultaneously localize to FUS-P525L aggregates (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, arrows, and [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). FUS is also required for the formation of paraspeckles and is known to associate with and regulate the level of the *NEAT1* RNA upon which paraspeckles are assembled ([@B33],[@B35],[@B43],[@B60]). RNA-FISH revealed that both wild-type FUS and a residual pool of FUS-P525L within the nucleus can colocalize with *NEAT1* in nuclear paraspeckles, and *NEAT1* RNA did not re-localize to cytoplasmic FUS aggregates in cells overexpressing FUS-P525L ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Given the ability of NLS-mutant FUS to recruit cEt PS-ASO to cytoplasmic aggregates, we asked if other paraspeckle proteins might exhibit similar behavior. PSF is another essential paraspeckle protein known to bind PS-ASOs with high affinity ([@B25],[@B29],[@B31],[@B61]). PSF contains a classical NLS at the extreme C-terminus (amino acids 701--707, Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B34],[@B55]). Expression of a PSF construct lacking this NLS resulted in cytoplasmic PSF aggregates that recapitulate the ability of FUS-P525L to attract cEt PS-ASO, G3BP, and poly(A) RNA (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Cells produced wild-type and NLS-mutant isoforms of FUS and PSF protein at roughly comparable levels, and ectopic expression of the mutants had little effect on the levels of endogenous FUS or PSF ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Expression of PSF-ΔNLS promotes recruitment of cEt PS-ASO to G3BP and poly(A) RNA positive cytoplasmic granules. (**A**) The domain structure of PSF includes: arginine--glycine--glycine repeats (RGG), a glycine--proline--glutamine rich domain (GPQ-rich), two RNA-recognition motifs (RRM1, RRM2), a NonA/paraspeckle domain (NOPS), a coiled-coil domain (CC), a glycine--proline rich domain (GP-rich), and a C-terminal nuclear localization sequence (amino acids 701--707, NLS). Wild type and ΔNLS-mutant PSF were fused to N-terminal tGFP. (**B**) Representative confocal immunofluorescence images of HeLa cells revealed cEt PS-ASO (ION-598987) localization to the nucleoplasm and at nuclear paraspeckles in cells expressing wild type PSF. However, expression of tGFP-PSF-ΔNLS recruited cEt PS-ASO to G3BP positive cytoplasmic granules (arrows). (**C**) Cy5-oligo-dT(30) fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) revealed nuclear and cytoplasmic distribution of poly(A) RNA in wild type PSF-expressing cells, whereas poly(A) RNA colocalized with cEt PS-ASO at cytoplasmic tGFP-PSF-ΔNLS granules (arrows). Scale bars, 10 μm. Insert scale bars, 5 μm.](gkx709fig3){#F3}

To exclude the possibility that local sequestration of cEt PS-ASO is a non-specific property of all cytoplasmic protein aggregates, we also investigated TDP-43, an ALS-linked nucleic acid binding protein that is peripherally associated with paraspeckles ([@B36],[@B58],[@B62]). Wild-type TDP-43 fused to tGFP localized to the nucleoplasm and to paraspeckles as expected ([Supplementary Figure S7A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Whereas truncated TDP-43 lacking the N-terminal 89 amino acids (including the NLS, amino acids 78--89) mislocalized to the cytoplasm, we found that this truncated protein did not form aggregates and had no detectable effect on cEt PS-ASO localization ([Supplementary Figure S7B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A previously characterized C-terminal TDP-43 fragment (amino acids 216--414) did formed cytoplasmic aggregates as previously reported ([@B51],[@B63],[@B64]), but these aggregates did not recruit cEt PS-ASO or G3BP ([Supplementary Figure S7C--E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These observations suggest that cytoplasmic protein aggregates of a specific composition attract cEt PS-ASO.

Quantification of the cEt PS-ASO distribution between the nucleus and cytoplasmic granules {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PS-ASOs are enriched in the nucleus under transfection or electroporation conditions (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@B25],[@B26],[@B29]). Therefore, we sought a method by which to semi-quantitatively compare the signal intensity of cEt PS-ASO in cytoplasmic granules with that in the nucleus under different experimental conditions. The thresholded Manders' colocalization coefficient method indicated an increase in colocalization of cEt PS-ASO with G3BP in cells that express FUS-P525L or PSF-ΔNLS (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This was true for two cEt PS-ASOs of different sequences with different fluorophore conjugates (ION-950431 and ION-766635). These results confirm our qualitative observations of cEt PS-ASO localization to G3BP-positive granules during FUS-P525L and PSF-ΔNLS expression.

![FUS-P525L and PSF-ΔNLS expression causes enrichment of cEt PS-ASOs with different sequences in cytoplasmic RNP granules. (**A, B**) HeLa cells transiently expressing tGFP-tagged wild type or NLS-mutant isoforms of FUS or PSF were subsequently transfected with fluorescently labeled cEt ASOs of different sequences (ION-950431 or ION-766635, 50 nM for 5 h). Images were analyzed using the thresholded Manders' colocalization coefficient method (\*\* indicates *P* \< 0.001 versus all other groups). Statistical analysis was performed using a univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc test (*n* = 11--25 cells per group), and error bars represent ± S.D. (**C**) An alternate method of semi-quantitative image analysis was performed on the same images using region of interest (ROI)-based selection and measurement. Scale bar, 10 μm. (**D, E**) The average granule/nuclear pixel intensity was measured for two cEt PS-ASOs with different fluorophore labels and sequences (ION-950431 and ION-766635) using the ROI-based quantification method. Each data point represents one cell (*n* = 11--25 cells per group), and statistical analysis was performed using the Kruskal--Wallis one-way analysis of variance (\* indicates *P* \< 0.05 versus wild type and tGFP groups).](gkx709fig4){#F4}

Traditional colocalization analyses compare only two channels at a time, and a large number of two-channel colocalization comparisons (including inverted image negative controls) would be needed to adequately describe both nuclear and granule cEt PS-ASO localization within a four channel image. To address this issue, we developed a set of image quantification protocols using Fiji-ImageJ to estimate the amount of fluorescently labeled cEt PS-ASO in cytoplasmic granules and in the nucleus within individual cells (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Briefly, after confocal image acquisition under identical non-saturating exposure conditions, DAPI or tGFP channels were processed to automatically generate 'nuclear' and 'granule' selection masks. The average pixel intensity of cEt PS-ASO signal within these regions were then determined (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Results of this analysis based on regions of interest (ROI) indicated that cells expressing FUS-P525L or PSF-ΔNLS exhibited a median cEt PS-ASO granule/nucleus pixel intensity ratio between 2 and 3, whereas cells expressing tGFP alone yielded a median granule/nucleus intensity ratio ≤ 1 (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Expression of wild-type FUS or PSF resulted in a cEt PS-ASO granule/nuclear pixel intensity ratio of approximately 1, since tGFP-tagged wild-type FUS and PSF predominantly localize to the nucleoplasm (Figures [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These findings confirmed our qualitative imaging results and validated the ROI-based image quantification method as a rapid means of assessing ASO enrichment within subcellular regions bounded by signal from specific markers. Since cytoplasmic PSF-ΔNLS and FUS-P525L granules exhibit a similar degree of cEt PS-ASO recruitment (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), subsequent experiments were performed using FUS-P525L and were quantified with the ROI-based method.

cEt PS-ASO is recruited to cytoplasmic FUS-P525L granules from an intracellular source {#SEC3-4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since cytoplasmic FUS-P525L granules were unable to sequester *NEAT1* RNA from within the nucleus ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), it is possible that cEt PS-ASO found at FUS-P525L granules might become trapped there after transfection but prior to nuclear entry. Alternatively, FUS-P525L granules might have the ability to redistribute cEt PS-ASO from other locations within the cell. To distinguish between these two possibilities, the order of the FUS plasmid expression and cEt PS-ASO transfection steps was reversed. Expression of FUS-P525L, but not wild-type FUS, before cEt PS-ASO transfection resulted in enrichment of cEt PS-ASO in cytoplasmic FUS granules (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Intriguingly, when cEt PS-ASO was pre-loaded into cells followed by washes and subsequent expression of the FUS plasmids over the period of 16 h, a similar degree of cEt PS-ASO recruitment to FUS-P525L granules was observed (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). These findings confirm that cEt PS-ASO colocalized with FUS-P525L is indeed redistributed from an intracellular pool. Furthermore, these experiments were performed under live cell imaging conditions, indicating that cEt PS-ASO localization to FUS granules was not due to a fixation artifact.

![cEt PS-ASO is recruited to FUS-P525L granules from an intracellular source. (**A**) Representative confocal immunofluorescence images of live HeLa cells transiently expressing the tGFP-FUS-WT or tGFP-FUS-P525L plasmids prior to the transfection of a Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO (ION-598987, annotated as 'plasmid first'). (**B**) The average granule/nuclear pixel intensity was measured using ROI-based image quantification from the 'plasmid first' experimental design (*n* = 13--15 cells per group). (**C**) Representative confocal immunofluorescence images of live HeLa cells transfected first with Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO (ION-598987) followed by washes and subsequent expression of the tGFP-FUS-WT or tGFP-FUS-P525L plasmids (annotated as 'cEt ASO first'). (**D**) The average granule/nuclear pixel intensity was measured using ROI-based image quantification from the 'cEt ASO first' experimental design (*n* = 20 cells per group). Scale bars, 10 μm. Insert scale bars, 5 μm. Statistical analysis was performed using the Kruskal--Wallis one-way analysis of variance. In all images, arrows indicate tGFP-FUS-P525L granules.](gkx709fig5){#F5}

2′ sugar modifications affect PS-ASO recruitment to cytoplasmic FUS-P525L granules {#SEC3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The number of PS backbone linkages as well type of 2′ sugar modification can substantially affect the protein binding profile of an ASO ([@B25],[@B28],[@B29],[@B32]). We therefore examined the degree to which cytoplasmic FUS-P525L granules accumulate PS-ASOs of the same sequence but modified with MOE, cEt, or F. The median granule/nuclear intensity ratio was determined for each Cy3-labeled PS-ASO. An equal concentration (50 nM) of AlexaFluor647 (A647) labeled MOE PS-ASO was co-transfected with all Cy3-labeled PS-ASOs as a reference standard (1:1 ratio of Cy3-labeled PS-ASO and A647-labeled PS-ASO).

All PS-ASOs tested localized to FUS-P525L granules (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). The cEt-modified PS-ASO had a granule/nuclear intensity ratio higher than ratios of the other PS-ASOs. The 2′- MOE, F and DNA PS-ASOs had more uniform distributions between the nucleus and cytoplasmic granules than did the cEt-modified PS-ASO (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In FUS-P525L expressing cells, the normalized nuclear intensity of Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO was slightly lower than those of the other PS-ASOs and the normalized nuclear intensity of Cy3-labeled DNA PS-ASO was slightly higher than those of the other PS-ASOs (Figure [6F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}); however, the total amount of granule and nuclear integrated signal density was similar across all Cy3-labeled PS-ASOs, indicating comparable overall transfection efficiency (Figure [6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![PS-ASO 2′ modifications influence ASO distribution between the nucleus and FUS-P525L granules. (**A**--**D**) HeLa cells transiently expressing tGFP-FUS-P525L were co-transfected for 5 h with equal amounts of an A647-labeled 2′ MOE PS-ASO (ION-851810) and a second Cy3-labeled PS-ASO of interest. All PS-ASOs consisted of the same sequence. Cy3-labeled PS-ASOs for each condition were: (A) MOE (ION-446654), (B) cEt (ION-598987), (C) 2′ F (ION-626825), (D) 2′ DNA (XL198). (**E**) ROI-based measurements of the average ASO pixel intensity in FUS-P525L granules compared to the nucleus. (F) A comparison of the average pixel intensity in the nucleus for Cy3 and A647 PS-ASOs. (**G**) The cellular loading of PS-ASOs into the granules and nucleus, calculated as the sum of total integrated Cy3 signal density in the nucleus + granule and normalized to the corresponding value for A647-MOE ASO in the same cell, did not significantly differ between the various Cy3-labeled PS-ASOs. In all images, arrows indicate tGFP-FUS-P525L granules. Scale bars, 10 μm. Insert scale bars, 5 μm. For dot density plots, each data point represents one cell and statistical analysis was performed using the Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance.](gkx709fig6){#F6}

Despite the statistical homogeneity across these Cy3-labeled PS-ASO populations (p\>0.05), it is evident that inclusion of the A647-labeled control PS-ASO did not completely correct for subtle variation in cell-to-cell transfection efficiency between the Cy3 and A647 PS-ASOs. Similarly, co-transfection of Cy3 and A647 labeled ASOs also had subtle (but not statistically significant) effects on the granule/nuclear distribution of the A647-labeled control PS-ASO ([Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, qualitatively similar Cy3 ASO localization was observed in the absence of the A647 control PS-ASO ([Supplementary Figures S9--S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Cy3-labeled ASOs were localized to the nucleus in tGFP- or tGFP-FUS-expressing cells ([Supplementary Figures S9 and S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively), and Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO was robustly recruited to FUS-P525L aggregates ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these results indicate that among commonly used sugar modifications, cEt PS-ASOs are more susceptible to sequestration at cytoplasmic FUS-P525L granules than are PS-DNA or PS-ASOs modified with MOE or F.

LNA-modified PS-ASOs robustly localize to endogenous stress granules and FUS-P525L granules {#SEC3-6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Upon finding that cEt-modified PS-ASOs were more dramatically enriched at FUS-P525L granules than were PS-DNA or PS-ASOs modified with MOE or F, we wondered if this behavior might extend to PS-ASOs containing other 2′,4' constrained nucleotides such as locked nucleic acids (LNAs). A FITC-labeled LNA PS-ASO (ION-391857) robustly localized to endogenous stress granules under conditions of lipid transfection ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and electroporation ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, the FITC-labeled LNA PS-ASO was enriched at HA-FUS-P525L granules with a granule/nuclear intensity ratio of between 1.5 and 2, which was comparable to that of Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASOs ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on these results, it appears that PS-ASOs containing 2′4' constrained nucleic acids more generally exhibit enhanced localization to cytoplasmic RNP granules.

Characterization of the domain requirements for FUS-PS-ASO binding using *in vitro* NanoBRET {#SEC3-7}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the relatively high affinity (*K*~D~ \< 20 nM) of FUS for PS-ASOs ([@B31]), it is possible that the localization of PS-ASO to cytoplasmic FUS granules reflects direct ASO--protein binding. Although several studies have investigated the *in vitro* binding properties of FUS domains to a variety of endogenous nucleic acids ([@B65]--[@B67]), the effects of a PS backbone and 2′ modifications on nucleic acid binding to FUS have not been thoroughly examined. Although PS and 2′ modifications have long been known to affect protein binding ([@B17],[@B68]), the contribution of different types of nucleic acid binding protein domains to PS-ASO interactions has only been explored in detail for a few proteins ([@B28],[@B31]). Here we utilized a recently described bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) assay ([@B31]) based on nanoluciferase (NLUC), a 19-kDa luciferase variant that produces much brighter and more sustained luminescence than *Renilla* luciferase ([@B69]). In our implementation of the NanoBRET assay, a NLUC-tagged protein of interest was produced using *in vitro* transcription and translation system, affinity purified using an epitope tag, and bound to an AlexaFluor594 (A594)-labeled ASO, which served as the BRET acceptor. The amplitude of the BRET ratio (acceptor emission to donor emission) can also provide information about the physical proximity of the ASO binding site relative to NLUC ([@B31],[@B69]).

Four FUS-P525L protein truncations (termed FUS-N, -NR, -RRM and -Z) and two full-length FUS-P525L constructs (with N- or C-terminal NLUC fusions) were designed based on previous work ([@B65],[@B66]) (Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Following expression and affinity purification, correctly sized protein products were verified by western blot (Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). NanoBRET binding assays were conducted using 10^6^ RLU of each protein and A594-labeled MOE, cEt and F PS-ASO (ION-766633, ION-766635 and ION-766637, respectively) concentrations spanning the pM to low μM range. The PS-ASO sequence used does not contain a consensus FUS binding sequence ([@B70]), and, since *in vitro* binding of FUS is reported to be relatively promiscuous with regard to sequence ([@B65]), we chose to examine the effects of various backbone and 2′-modifications for this single sequence.

![Multiple domains within FUS bind MOE-, cEt- and F-modified PS-ASOs *in vitro*. (**A**) For NanoBRET binding assays, Nanoluciferase was fused to different domains of FUS as well as to the N- or C-terminus of full length FUS-P525L. (**B**) Western blot analysis confirmed the expression of the recombinant proteins. Approximate molecular masses are noted at the right in kDa. (**C**--**E**) NanoBRET binding assays were performed using 10^6^ RLU of each protein and 5′-A594-labeled (C) MOE (ION-766633), (D) cEt (ION-766635) and (E) 2′ F (ION-766637) ASOs in concentrations from ∼10 pM to 1 μM. All PS-ASOs were composed of the same sequence. Statistical analysis on maximum binding curve amplitudes (*B*~max~) was performed using the univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc (\* and \*\* on the graphs indicate *P* \< 0.05 and *P* \< 0.001, respectively, versus all other groups). Curved brackets indicate no significant difference in Bmax between the bracket-enclosed groups. Binding experiments were performed in triplicate and error bars represent ± S.D. Relative *K*~D~ values are presented as average ± S.D. Statistical analysis on the binding curve affinities (*K*~D~) was performed using the univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc (bold text as well as the '*K*~D~ subsets' column indicates statistically homogenous groups among which there is no significant difference in *K*~D~). Groups marked with a dash (--) were not included in statistical analysis of the *K*~D~ because they exhibited a poor fit to the standard sigmoidal binding curve (*R*^2^ \< 0.7).](gkx709fig7){#F7}

In agreement with a previous report ([@B31]), the 2′-F PS-ASO bound to full-length FUS with 5--10-fold higher affinity than MOE or cEt PS-ASOs (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, 2′-F PS-ASO *K*~D~ = 2.2 ± 0.2 nM). Interestingly, whereas the *K*~D~ measured for full-length FUS-P525L was not significantly different using N- or C-terminally fused NLUC, C-terminal NLUC gave a significantly higher amplitude BRET ratio (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that at least one PS-ASO binding site is near the C-terminus. Consistent with this finding and with previous literature ([@B65],[@B66]), the second largest BRET ratio was produced by the FUS-Z truncation, which includes the C-terminal RGG-ZF-RGG domains and is known to bind nucleic acids (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, ([@B65])). The FUS-NR truncation containing the low complexity (LC) and RRM domains exhibited high affinity binding and a high amplitude BRET ratio, although the LC and the RRM domains in isolation did not bind PS-ASOs as efficiently (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that PS-ASOs also bind to a second site formed by the combination of the LC and RRM domains. NLUC-HA alone bound poorly to PS-ASOs within the concentration range of the assay (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

FUS-Z domain RGG repeats contribute to the interaction with ASOs {#SEC3-8}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated the contribution of the FUS-Z domains to ASO binding using additional constructs. In the context of full-length FLAG-tagged FUS-P525L, we either removed the RanBP2-type zinc finger (ZF) or mutated all C-terminal arginines between amino acids 375 and 526 to serine (excluding those within the ZF domain, Figure [8A](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). A similar RGG to SGG mutation strategy was recently shown to prevent recruitment of FUS to sites of DNA damage by negatively charged poly(ADP-ribose) ([@B71]). NanoBRET binding studies revealed that deletion of the ZF did not significantly affect BRET amplitude or affinity. The R/S mutations within the RGG domains dramatically reduced the BRET amplitude but did not significantly change affinity relative to the full-length FUS-P525L (Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). These results are consistent with the protein containing a higher affinity ASO binding site formed by the LC and RRM domains and a lower affinity site at the C-terminus that is presumably mediated by interactions between arginines and the nucleic acid backbone ([@B72],[@B73]). Although the absolute *K*~D~ values obtained using proteins purified on anti-FLAG beads were uniformly lower than those measured on anti-HA beads in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, a similar rank order of binding (F \> cEt/MOE) was observed (Figure [8D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Characterization of the FUS RGG and zinc finger domains in binding to ASOs with different 2′ modifications and backbone chemistries. (**A**) Nanoluciferase (NLUC) and a FLAG affinity tag were fused to the C-termini of full-length FUS-P525L (FUS-NLUC-FLAG), FUS-P525L lacking the zinc finger (FUS ΔZF-NLUC-FLAG) and FUS-P525L in which all arginines within the FUS Z domain (excluding those in the zinc finger) were mutated to serine (FUS R/S-NLUC-FLAG). (**B**) Western blot analysis confirmed the expression of the recombinant proteins. Approximate molecular masses are noted at the right in kDa. (**C, D**) NanoBRET binding assays were performed using the following ASOs: MOE: ION-766633, cEt: ION-766635, F: ION-766637, PO-RNA: JB-39. *K*~D~, n.s. indicates *P* \> 0.05 by univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc. *B*~max~, \* and \*\* on the graphs indicate *P* \< 0.05 and *P* \< 0.001, respectively, vs. all other groups. Curved brackets indicate no significant difference in Bmax between the bracket-enclosed groups. (**E, F**) Competitive NanoBRET binding assays were performed against the A594-labeled PO-RNA ASO (JB-39) at approximately its *K*~D~. Unlabeled PO-DNA, PS-DNA or PS-RNA ASOs of the same sequence were added at concentrations between ∼10 pM and 5 μM. Binding experiments were performed *n* = 3--6 times per group and error bars represent ± S.D. Relative *K*~D~ values are presented as average ± S.D. Statistical analysis on the binding curve affinities (*K*~D~) and amplitudes (*B*~max~) was performed using the univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc.](gkx709fig8){#F8}

To better understand how ASO modifications contribute to ASO-FUS binding, we compared the binding of PS-ASOs to a PO-RNA of the same sequence (JB-39). The A594-labeled PO-RNA bound to FUS-P525L with 100- to 300-fold lower affinity than PS-ASOs (PO-RNA *K*~D~ = 143.3 ± 38.2 nM), although the magnitudes of changes in BRET amplitude and binding affinity produced by ZF deletion and R/S mutations were similar to those observed for PS-ASOs (Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Competition binding was performed between this A594-labeled PO-RNA and unlabeled PO-DNA, PS-DNA, or PS-RNA of the same sequence (JB-40, JB-41 and JB-42, respectively). Results indicated that although the PS moiety greatly contributes to high affinity ASO-FUS binding, DNA bound with considerably higher affinity than RNA in the context of a PS backbone (Figure [8E](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [F](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

An N-terminal region adjacent to the FUS RRM domain enhances its binding affinity for PS-ASOs {#SEC3-9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the NanoBRET binding experiments, the highest affinity PS-ASO binding site on FUS appeared to require the both LC and RRM domains, since neither domain alone was sufficient for high affinity PS-ASO binding. To further characterize this N-terminal binding site constructs FUS-R1-NLUC-HA and FUS-R2-NLUC-HA were prepared that have additional upstream protein sequence compared to FUS-RRM (Figure [9A](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). FUS-R1, which is 70 amino acids longer than FUS-RRM, exhibited binding that was not significantly different in BRET amplitude or affinity from FUS-NR (Figure [9C](#F9){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). The FUS-R2 construct, which is 41 amino acids longer than FUS-RRM, had reduced binding affinity and slightly reduced BRET amplitude to the cEt PS-ASO compared to FUS-NR (Figure [9C](#F9){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicated that the FUS-R1 construct (FUS amino acids 213--375) encompasses a high affinity PS-ASO binding site.

![An N-terminal region adjacent to the FUS RRM domain enhances its binding affinity for PS-ASOs. (**A**) Two Nanoluciferase and HA tagged domain truncations, FUS-R1-NLUC-HA and FUS-R2-NLUC-HA, were constructed to contain ∼70 or ∼40 amino acids upstream of the FUS-RRM domain, respectively. (**B**) Western blot analysis confirmed the expression of the recombinant proteins. Approximate molecular masses are noted at the right in kDa. (**C**--**E**) NanoBRET binding assays for (C) 2′ MOE, (D) cEt, (E) and 2′ F PS-ASOs were performed. Statistical analysis on maximum binding curve amplitudes (*B*~max~) was performed using the univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc (\* and \*\* on the graphs indicate *P* \< 0.01 and *P* \< 0.001, respectively, versus all other groups). Curved brackets indicate no significant difference in *B*~max~ between the bracket-enclosed groups. Binding experiments were performed in triplicate and error bars represent ± S.D. Relative *K*~D~ values are presented as average ± S.D. Statistical analysis on the binding curve affinities (*K*~D~) was performed using the univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc (bold text as well as the '*K*~D~ subsets' column indicates statistically homogenous groups among which there is no significant difference in *K*~D~). Groups marked with a dash (--) were not included in statistical analysis of the *K*~D~ because they exhibited a poor fit to the standard sigmoidal binding curve (*R*^2^ \< 0.7).](gkx709fig9){#F9}

Arginines within the C-terminal RGG domain of FUS mediate FUS-Z binding to PS-ASO {#SEC3-10}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next analyzed the C-terminal motifs within FUS-Z. The two RGG repeat-containing domains of FUS flank a central zinc finger. The zinc finger itself appeared to be largely dispensable for PS-ASO interactions, whereas the RGG domains were not (Figure [8C](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we chose to investigate the PS-ASO binding ability of each RGG domain within FUS-Z separately using four additional NLUC fusion constructs. Two of these constructs were either the N-terminal or C-terminal RGG domain alone, and two consisted of FUS-Z with arginine to serine mutations throughout either the N- or C-terminal RGG domain (Figure [10A](#F10){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). NanoBRET binding assays performed on the *in vitro* translated and purified proteins indicated that constructs containing an intact extreme C-terminal RGG domain (CT-RGG-NLUC-HA and NT-R/S-NLUC-HA) largely recapitulated the PS-ASO binding profile of the intact FUS-Z region. Inclusion of the zinc finger (NT-R/S-NLUC-HA) increased in affinity for the 2′-F PS-ASO but not for the other PS-ASOs (Figure [10C](#F10){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the N-terminal RGG domains (NT-RGG-NLUC-HA and CT-R/S-NLUC-HA) bound PS-ASOs with more than 5-fold lower affinity than did CT-RGG-NLUC-HA. The BRET amplitudes also decreased with the physical distance of the binding site from NLUC since the NT-RGG-NLUC-HA construct bound with higher amplitude than the CT-R/S-NLUC-HA construct (Figure [10C](#F10){ref-type="fig"}--[E](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

![C-terminal arginines are largely responsible for the PS-ASO binding properties of the FUS-Z domain. (**A**) To measure the binding contribution of the FUS-Z domain N-terminal and C-terminal RGG wings separately, each wing (FUS NT-RGG and FUS CT-RGG) was fused to Nanoluciferase (NLUC) as well as an HA affinity tag. Two additional FUS-Z constructs containing arginine-to-serine mutations in the opposite RGG wing (FUS CT-R/S and FUS NT-R/S) were designed to account for potential effects of other motifs as well as physical proximity to nanoluciferase on the PS-ASO binding profile. (**B**) Western blot analysis confirmed the expression of the recombinant proteins. Approximate molecular masses are noted at the right in kDa. (**C**--**E**) NanoBRET binding assays for (C) 2′ MOE, (D) cEt, (E) and 2′ F PS-ASOs were performed. Statistical analysis on maximum binding curve amplitudes (Bmax) was performed using the univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc (\* and \*\* on the graphs indicate *P* \< 0.05 and *P* \< 0.001, respectively, versus all other groups). Curved brackets indicate no significant difference in *B*~max~ between the bracket-enclosed groups. Binding experiments were performed in triplicate and error bars represent ± S.D. Relative *K*~D~ values are presented as average ± S.D. Statistical analysis on the binding curve affinities (*K*~D~) was performed using the univariate ANOVA with Tukey\'s HSD post hoc (bold text as well as the '*K*~D~ subsets' column indicates statistically homogenous groups among which there is no significant difference in *K*~D~). Groups marked with a dash (--) were not included in statistical analysis of the *K*~D~ because they exhibited a poor fit to the standard sigmoidal binding curve (R^2^ \< 0.7).](gkx709fig10){#F10}

Arginine methylation by PRMT1 does not affect *in vitro* binding between FUS and PS-ASOs {#SEC3-11}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several prior studies have shown that methylation of arginines within the FUS C-terminus regulates transportin-mediated shuttling of FUS between the nucleus and cytoplasm ([@B45],[@B49],[@B74],[@B75]). Since C-terminal arginines also contribute to the PS-ASO binding affinity of FUS (Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}), we investigated the impact of arginine methylation of recombinant FUS-NLUC-FLAG by the methyltransferase PRMT1 on PS-ASO binding. FUS-NLUC-FLAG was produced by *in vitro* transcription/translation and was incubated in solution with PRMT1 in the presence or absence of the essential methyl donor *S*-adenosyl methionine (SAM) prior to anti-FLAG affinity purification. Western blotting for mono- and dimethyl arginine indicated substantial methylation of FUS-NLUC-FLAG that was SAM-dependent ([Supplementary Figure S15A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No significant differences in PS-ASO binding were observed between methylated and unmethylated FUS-NLUC-FLAG ([Supplementary Figure S15B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that methylation of FUS does not alter its PS-ASO binding ability *in vitro*.

Cytoplasmic aggregates of β23-FUS-Z are sufficient to recruit cEt PS-ASO in cells {#SEC3-12}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that the FUS-Z domain alone is sufficient to bind cEt PS-ASO *in vitro* with reasonably high affinity, we asked whether this domain of FUS could mediate cEt PS-ASO recruitment to artificial protein aggregates in the cytoplasm in HeLa cells. To address this question, we fused FUS-Z to a nuclear export signal (NES) and a computationally designed β-sheet-forming protein (β23) that is known to aggregate when expressed in cells ([@B51],[@B76]). First, we confirmed that FUS-Z retained its ability to bind PS-ASOs *in vitro* when fused to HA-NES-β23 and that the corresponding R/S mutant of FUS-Z or β23 alone did not appreciably bind PS-ASOs ([Supplementary Figure S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In agreement with the *in vitro* binding data, when these constructs were expressed in HeLa cells as β23-tGFP fusion proteins, only the aggregates containing wild-type FUS-Z (β23-tGFP-FUS-Z) colocalized with cEt PS-ASO (Figure [11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Although the fluorescent signal of the β23-tGFP constructs was weak compared to that of tGFP-FUS-P525L (perhaps due to low expression, impaired translation, or protein misfolding), we verified that all β23-tGFP constructs were indeed expressed in HeLa cells (Figure [11E](#F11){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, G3BP localization did not appear to be greatly altered by the presence of any β23-tGFP aggregate (Figure [11A](#F11){ref-type="fig"}--[C](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, arrows), suggesting that enrichment of cEt PS-ASO at β23-tGFP-FUS-Z aggregates may be a consequence of direct interaction with FUS-Z or FUS-Z interacting factors.

![The FUS-Z domain is sufficient to recruit cEt PS-ASO to cytoplasmic aggregates formed by the artificial β-sheet protein β23 (**A**--**C**) Representative confocal immunofluorescence images of HeLa cells expressing (A) β23-tGFP, (B) β23-tGFP-FUSZ or (C) β23-tGFP-FUSZ-R/S. Cy3-labeled cEt PS-ASO (ION-598987) was transfected at 50 nM for 5 h (scale bars, 10 μm. Insert scale bars, 5 μm). (**D**) ROI-based image quantification of the granule/nuclear average pixel intensity of cEt PS-ASO in cells expressing β23-tGFP, β23-tGFP-FUSZ or β23-tGFP-FUSZ-R/S. For dot density plots, each data point represents one cell (*n* = 16 cells per group), and statistical analysis was performed using the Kruskal--Wallis one-way analysis of variance (\* indicates *P* \< 0.01). (**E**) Western blot analysis confirmed the expression of the recombinant proteins. Approximate molecular masses are noted at the right in kDa.](gkx709fig11){#F11}

To further examine the specificity of cEt PS-ASO recruitment to different types of cytoplasmic granules, we performed an experiment in which cells expressing each β23-tGFP construct were stressed with sodium arsenite. In this way, the recruitment of PS-ASO to β23-tGFP aggregates and endogenous stress granules could be examined simultaneously within the same individual cells. Consistent with our previous findings, cells expressing β23-tGFP alone or mutant β23-tGFP-FUS-Z-R/S recruited cEt PS-ASO and G3BP to endogenous stress granules but not to the β23-tGFP aggregates ([Supplementary Figure S17A-C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, solid arrows indicate endogenous stress granules while outlined arrows indicate β23-tGFP aggregates). In contrast, sodium arsenite-stressed cells expressing wild-type β23-tGFP-FUS-Z recruited cEt PS-ASO to both endogenous stress granules and β23-tGFP-FUS-Z aggregates ([Supplementary Figure S17B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, solid arrows). Interestingly, a fraction of the β23-tGFP-FUS-Z protein was itself recruited to G3BP-positive stress granules under these conditions, which was not observed for the other β23-tGFP fusion proteins ([Supplementary Figure S17B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, solid arrows). Image quantification indicated that enrichment of cEt PS-ASO at β23-tGFP-FUS-Z aggregates as well as colocalization between cEt PS-ASO and G3BP persisted after treatment with sodium arsenite ([Supplementary Figure S17D and E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A similarly designed experiment using wild-type TDP43 and its C-terminal aggregation-prone fragment (amino acids 216--414) revealed that cEt PS-ASO was recruited to endogenous stress granules but not to TDP43 (216--414) aggregates ([Supplementary Figure S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, solid arrows indicate endogenous stress granules while outlined arrows indicate TDP43-derived aggregates). These findings together support the conclusion that only cytoplasmic granules of a specific composition are able to attract significant amounts of cEt PS-ASO.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In this study, we report that PS-ASOs robustly localize to endogenous cytoplasmic stress granules as well as to cytoplasmic RNP granules seeded by the aggregation of NLS-mutant FUS or PSF. This phenotype is evident in both fixed and live cells of multiple types and appears to involve the redistribution of PS-ASO from both cytoplasmic and nuclear pools. Investigation of FUS binding to ASOs *in vitro* revealed the presence of at least two ASO binding sites within FUS: a higher affinity site formed by the LC and RRM domains and another site of slightly lower affinity formed by arginines within the C-terminal RGG domains. Similar to several PS-ASO binding proteins previously examined, FUS binds with higher affinity to ASOs containing the hydrophobic 2′ F and DNA modifications than to ASOs modified with MOE or cEt in the context of a PS backbone. Notably, the C-terminus of FUS fused to the artificial β-sheet protein β23 was sufficient to recruit cEt PS-ASO to cytoplasmic aggregates, whereas arginine-to-serine mutations within the same construct abrogated this phenotype. Although we do not exclude the possibility that ASO is attracted to β23-FUS-Z granules indirectly by additional FUS-Z interacting proteins, our findings support the hypothesis that high affinity PS-ASO binding proteins can influence the subcellular localization of PS-ASOs.

PS-ASO were previously reported to localize to nuclear paraspeckles that also contain P54nrb, PSF, FUS, and PSPC1. During transcriptional arrest, PS-ASOs delocalize with these proteins from paraspeckles to perinucleolar caps, suggesting that re-localization of proteins promotes the redistribution of PS-ASO ([@B29],[@B58],[@B77]). Additionally, nuclear enrichment of PS-ASOs can seed the formation of nuclear structures such as filaments containing P54nrb ([@B29]) and PS-bodies containing cytoplasmic protein TCP1β ([@B26],[@B78]), suggesting that subcellular distributions of ASO-binding proteins can be altered due to interactions with PS-ASOs. In this study, we provided another example by showing that the expression of tGFP-FUS-P525L can redistribute pre-loaded PS-ASOs from the nucleus to cytoplasmic aggregates. This result also suggests that PS-ASO nuclear/cytoplasmic localization is dynamic and that the cytoplasmic RNP granules attract PS-ASOs from both nuclear and cytoplasmic pools.

Using semi-quantitative confocal image analysis, we examined the structural determinants of ASO localization to FUS granules and found that 5--10--5 gapmer cEt and LNA PS-ASOs were more efficiently enriched in FUS-P525L granules compared to the nucleus, whereas 2′ MOE, F and DNA PS-ASOs localized to both compartments. It is intriguing that cEt-modified PS-ASOs localized efficiently to cytoplasmic granules (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Three different sequences as well as different fluorophores were tested in these experiments. We also observed a similar colocalization of FUS-P525L with LNA ASO. Previous work suggests that as the hydrophobicity of the 2′ modification increases PS-ASO binding to many (but not all) proteins is enhanced ([@B25],[@B26],[@B28],[@B29],[@B31],[@B32]). It remains unclear why some hydrophobic 2′-modifications, such as 2′-F, bind to FUS and other proteins *in vitro* with higher affinity than does cEt, yet exhibit a more uniform localization between the nucleus and cytoplasmic granules (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}--[9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, ([@B25],[@B29],[@B31],[@B32])). It is possible that due to a generally higher affinity for proteins, 2′-F and 2′-DNA PS-ASOs are sequestered by abundant DNA/RNA binding proteins in the nucleus to a greater extent than is cEt PS-ASOs. It is also possible that FUS or other cytoplasmic RNP granule proteins have a higher capacity for binding cEt-modified PS-ASOs, which allows the recruitment of more cEt ASOs to the cytoplasmic RNP granule. Finally, the molecular self-structure within cEt or LNA PS-ASOs ([@B79]) may promote the assembly of cytoplasmic FUS aggregates or cytoplasmic FUS aggregates may promote cEt PS-ASO self-oligomerization. Indeed, fibrous multimeric assemblies of full-length FUS protein and of the FUS RGG-ZF-RGG domain alone can be seeded by RNA *in vitro* ([@B67]). Identification of individual proteins as well as protein structural features that confer selectivity for binding specific 2′ modifications will be of interest in future studies.

The nucleic acid binding properties of FUS have been the subject of numerous investigations, mostly with regard to its specificity for various nucleotide sequence motifs or RNA structures such as G-quadruplexes ([@B57],[@B65]--[@B67],[@B80]--[@B87]). Our previous data suggest that modifications, such as those to the sugar, alter ASO--protein interaction significantly. In addition, it appears that protein interactions with 2′-modified PS-ASOs can occur at sites other than those canonically bound by unmodified nucleic acids ([@B25],[@B28],[@B31]). In a competition experiment, we found that PS-DNA associated with FUS with an affinity more than 2500-fold higher than did the PO-DNA.

Our domain truncation studies examined how ASO chemical modifications influenced FUS binding to a single sequence (targeting the *PTEN* mRNA) and are largely in agreement with previous work. First, we and others ([@B65],[@B67]) found that both the N- and C-terminal fragments of FUS, divided at the end of the RRM domain, bind nucleic acids, although we observed that FUS-NR binds PS-ASOs with approximately 2-fold higher affinity than FUS-Z (Figures [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). A previous study found that FUS-N binds very weakly to PO RNA ([@B67]). We observed that FUS-N bound to MOE, cEt and F PS-ASOs, albeit with lower affinity than FUS-NR (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The RGG repeats near the C-terminal end of FUS-N may interact more tightly with a phosphorothioate backbone than with a phosphodiester. Second, we and others detect very little nucleic acid binding by the FUS-RRM domain in isolation ([@B66],[@B86]), consistent with a previously measured *K*~D~ of greater than 10 μM for PO RNA and DNA ([@B83]). Notably, we found that inclusion of additional N-terminal sequence adjacent to the RRM (called FUS-R1 in this report) significantly enhanced its binding affinity for PS-ASOs. Finally, our data indicate that the C-terminal RGG repeat domain, specifically the arginine residues therein, mediates the PS-ASO binding of FUS-Z to a considerable degree, whereas the zinc finger within FUS-Z provides only a marginal enhancement (Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} and [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, it has been reported that aromatic amino acids (specifically F494 and F506) in this region contribute to the recognition of 2′-modifications within G-quadruplex structures ([@B85],[@B88],[@B89]), and this should be examined in the future with respect to PS-ASOs.

In summary, our results indicate that PS-ASOs, especially 5--10-5 gapmers with the cEt modification, can accumulate at a variety of cytoplasmic RNP granules including stress granules and granules seeded by the paraspeckle proteins FUS and PSF. Given the likelihood that interactions between PS-ASO and proteins mediate this phenotype, we performed a detailed characterization of the ASO binding sites within FUS and demonstrated that arginines within the FUS-Z domain are sufficient to attract cEt PS-ASO to artificial β-sheet aggregates in cells. Our findings further the mechanistic understanding of ASO--protein interactions as well as the intracellular trafficking pathways relevant to ASO localization.
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